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The problem

British Airways has cancelled all flights from Gatwick 
and Heathrow as computer problems cause disruption 
worldwide.  [...]  A spokeswoman for the airline said: 
"We have experienced a major IT system failure that 
is causing very severe disruption to our flight 
operations worldwide."

The Independent; May 27, 2017 [...] a massive power outage Sunday afternoon [at 
Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport] left 
planes and passengers stranded for hours, forced 
airlines to cancel more than 1,100 flights and created a 
logistical nightmare during the already-busy holiday 
travel season.

The Atlanta Journal Constitution; December 18, 2017

Then there was the NotPetya cyberattack that hit Danish 
shipping giant Maersk in June. The crippling attack 
seized the industry’s attention after it cost the company 
$200 million to $300 million and led to a temporary 
shutdown of the largest cargo terminal in the Port of Los 
Angeles.

Risk Management; March 1, 2018

Around half of the flights in Europe on 
Tuesday face delays after a computer failure at 
the Eurocontrol center in Brussels, Belgium.

CNBC; April 3, 2018

Over 4,400 flights were canceled within, into or out of 
the United States on Wednesday, according to aviation 
data services company FlightAware.  More than 700 
flights have been canceled today, and airlines have 
canceled over 10,000 flights this month because of the 
weather.

ABC; March 22, 2018

Ultra-large container ship CSCL JUPITER ran 
aground on Scheldt river bank at around 0700 LT 
Aug 14 at Bath, Zeeland, Netherlands, while 
proceeding downstream en route from Antwerp to 
Hamburg. [...]  If hull of the giant ship is breached, 
dramatic situation may well turn into a nightmare.

Maritime Bulletin; August 15, 2017

https://www.independent.co.uk/travel/news-and-advice/british-airways-flights-delays-cancelled-all-flights-gatwick-heathrow-planes-computer-system-outage-a7758986.html
https://www.myajc.com/news/local/breaking-power-outage-reported-atlanta-airport/fYiM6b1OHi5G27m38v6V2H/
http://www.rmmagazine.com/2018/03/01/the-rising-tide-of-%C2%ADmaritime-shipping-risks/
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/04/03/european-flights-face-delay-or-cancelation-after-eurocontrol-computer-failure.html
https://abcnews.go.com/US/noreaster-numbers-latest-snow-totals-flight-cancellations/story?id=53901141
http://maritimebulletin.net/2017/08/14/ultra-large-container-ship-cscl-jupiter-grounding-blocked-antwerp/


Are there any data?

Yes.  Lots.

https://www.marinetraffic.com/en/ais/home/centerx:-12.0/centery:25.1/zoom:2
https://flightaware.com/live/


Satellite AIS

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=74LFHcmyJLo


How to handle big geo-temporal data?

A suite of tools for persisting, 
querying, analyzing, and 

streaming spatio-temporal data at 
scale...  and it can SQL!



Analyst notebooks support innovation



Interactive Analysis in Notebooks

Writing (and debugging!) MapReduce / 
Spark jobs is slow and requires 
expertise.

A long development cycle for an 
analytic saps energy and creativity.
The answer to both is interactive 
‘notebook’ servers like Apache 
Zeppelin and Jupyter (formerly  
iPython Notebook).



What's missing?
We have...
● a problem
● big geo-time data
● big geo-time indexing
● interactive analyst notebook

We still need...
● a place to bring these all together
● to do it cheaply
● to do it flexibly and in a scalable way



Storage Options

● GPU RAM

● RAM

● Attached Disk (SSD, Platter)

● Cloud Blob Storage (S3, WASB)

● Cloud archive storage (Glacier)

Faster  /  $$$

Slower / $
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● Compute and disk scaled 
together!
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Take away:

GeoMesa HBase on S3 works great!

Others have used GeoMesa Accumulo on Azure...

Try it today!



“Ditching the Database?”

● Blobstores/Filesystems are key-value stores.
● Building a key-value store on top of a key-value store is 

kinda' redundant.

● GeoMesa can load and parse GDELT S3 files into Spark.
● GDELT on S3 is organized by date-keys.

● What would happen if we ‘ditched’ HBase and wrote 
files by space-time keys in cloud native storage?

● What parts of a ‘database’ do we really need to 
store/index non-updating, ascending temporal data 
streams?



GeoMesa FileSystem Datastore

● Serverless architecture
○ Standalone files in S3
○ Ephemeral compute for ingest and query

● Configurable partition schemes (geo + time)
● Parquet file format

○ Column-based storage (great for SQL!)
● Works great with Spark (intended for batch analysis)

S3 Persistent Storage

Ephemeral 
Ingest

Time

Ephemeral 
Spark Compute

Ephemeral 
Ingest

Ephemeral 
Spark Compute



Hurricane Harvey’s 
Effect on Fuel Prices

Can oil tanker positions predict prices?



Setup
● Import GeoMesa dependency
● Create dataframe backed by GeoMesa 

relation
● Create SQL temporary view so we can 

query it



Subselect Data 
● Create rough subselection of data

○ Bound by time
○ Bound by bounding box roughy 

around the Gulf of Mexico
● Create a new temporary view from this 

subselection
● Cache the data (pull into memory)



Data Exploration
● Query for Tankers in the Gulf 
● Get counts for each type of Tanker 
● Group the counts by day 
● Grach counts to see trends



Data Exploration
● Restrict our search to just Trinity Bay



Data Exploration
● Create a new temporary view of the 

number of ships in Trinity Bay



Extra Data
● Pull in Gas price data

○ Acquired from EIA.gov
○ Two Gas Price Indexes

■ NYH: New York Harbor
■ GC: Gulf Coast

● Create temporary view so we can 
analyze with SQL



Data Exploration
● Graph data over time period of Harvey
● Notice we don’t have daily values



Data Exploration
● Create temporary view of gas price 

data around our time of interest



Data Exploration
● Backfill the price data with the last 

value to give us day-continuous data
● Min/Max Normalize gas and ship 

counts
● Graph gas prices and ship counts 

together 



Questions?
Find out more at http://geomesa.org
Connect with us on Gitter: https://gitter.im/locationtech/geomesa
See applications at CCRi’s blog: http://www.ccri.com/blog/

http://geomesa.org
https://gitter.im/locationtech/geomesa
http://www.ccri.com/blog/

